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LUCKY 7?  

WE THINK SO…
We feel fortunate and lucky to have your support and involvement

of our programs and most importantly, our students. If it wasn’t

for our amazing friends and donors (like you), we would not be

able to accomplish a 7th straight year of being a nationally ranked

engineering program (where a masters is the terminal degree).

We look forward to celebrating this achievement with you in the

upcoming academic year!

It is an exciting time to be an engineer with all of the construction, manufacturing, and innovation

occurring in the Lowcountry and at The Citadel…and with evening BS and MS programs and moving

MS degrees to be available online, it is NEVER too late to become an engineer! So start now

preparing to begin courses in Jan 2020!

MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN
Dean Ronald “Ron”Welch PhD, PE (VA), COL (Retired)

We hope you enjoyed our new format for our newsletter. Based on feedback, we will continue to email a linked PDF file

with highlights for each engineering program as a link to the fuller article on our webpage. We all are busy, but we want

to keep you abreast twice a year of the exciting news within The Citadel School of Engineering. The next newsletter will be

in the spring…so keep an eye out for it. If interested in following us, sign up on the webpage to be notified each time we

make an update as well as connect with us on Facebook to be notified as we post pictures and news.

Thank you for being part of the energy that pushes us toward success, and we pray for every student, faculty and alumni

to achieve success as we close out 2019!
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UPDATES FROM AROUND YOUR

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

PLUFF MUD RESEARCH 
Dr. Ghanat - Calvin Pitts and Marc Dolder, two undergraduate CE majors, worked on a 

summer research project with Dr. Ghanat, focused on investigating the properties of pluff 

mud. It began by collecting two samples of pluff mud from two locations in the Charleston 

area. Students determined the natural water content, the particle size distribution, the liquid 

limit, the plastic limit, the optimum moisture content and the maximum dry unit weight of 

the samples. They also investigated the effects of adding hydrated lime to the pluff mud 

samples. The lime influenced the properties of pluff mud by increasing its optimum moisture 

content. The collected samples demonstrated important characteristics for future research, 

such as: samples from different locations, even only a few miles apart, behave very differently. Only with larger sample sizes 

can more be learned of our local, beloved pluff mud. The plan is to continue the pluff mud research next summer, which will 

provide more data to help local practitioners.  

NEW BS IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
The Citadel electrical and computer engineering department is excited to announce the offering of a new degree program 

in computer engineering beginning in the Fall 2019 semester. The new degree was developed to provide students with more 

focused access to the exciting developments in digital systems, hardware, software, and computing. The opportunities for 

computer engineers are growing in South Carolina and the nation. The department will now sponsor a BS in both electrical 

engineering and also in computer engineering, along with an MS in electrical engineering. 

ACCEPTING NOMINATIONS FOR
“UNDER 15” AWARDS
We know that our alumni are doing incredible things, meeting the needs of

our communities and nation! As we seek to recognize all our alumni, we’re

putting a special focus on recent graduates and alumni who have become

rising professionals in the fields of engineering and project management. The

Citadel School of Engineering invites you to nominate a graduate who earned

their last degree within 15 years and either has shown rapid professional

progression or a noteworthy accomplishment(s). Nominations may come from

anyoneanyone, including fellow alumni, professional connections, friends/family, or other person(s) impacted directly by the

nominee’s education/training in engineering or project management. For more information, or to nominate someone
deserving, please email Derek Harris, Director of Operations at dscott2@citadel.edu.
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EXCEL PROGRAM 

Jial Lucillo Cadet Mentor - As part of the CSI ExCEL (Excellence in Civil

Engineering Leadership) program, students are all in the same classes

with the same professors, tutor/SI, and academic coach which is a huge

benefit as there are over 50 other students who are also taking summer

CSI math classes that need tutors. Not only do ExCEL students benefit

from their own academic assistance but also by coming with ExCEL

scholarship, which means that CSI is completely paid for. The largest

benefit of ExCEL program is that it guides and helps the selected students

not only during CSI, but also throughout their 4-years as Citadel cadets.

This program is funded through a million-dollar grant from the National

Science Foundation, PI Dr. Mary Katherine Watson.

The summer program is busy during the weekdays but on the weekends,

they have time to relax and take a break from all of the math on their

minds. This session the students went on multiple trips to places such as

Charleston Fun Park, Fort Sumter, and a couple of RiverDogs' baseball

games.

DR. SIMON GHANAT, P.E., NAMED SOUTH 
CAROLINA’S CIVIL ENGINEER OF THE YEAR 

Dr.Dr. Simon Ghanat, P.E., received his Ph.D., M.S., and B.S. degrees in Civil

and Environmental Engineering from Arizona State University. His

research interests are in engineering education, seismic site response

studies, studies, engineering characteristics of strong ground motions,

and probabilistic seismic hazard analyses. Among his research awards are

a $765,887 grant he earned in conjunction with Citadel civil engineering

colleague and co-principal investigator, William Davis, Ph.D., P.E., to study

coastal flooding and resiliency, funded by N.O.A.A. and S.C. Sea Grant.

“My first passion lies with teaching and service to my students,” Ghanat

said. “It was a special surprise and honor to receive this award and to be

recognized by my fellow Civil Engineers in the state of South Carolina.”

We're very proud of Dr. Ghanat's hard work and dedication, and his true

passion for teaching! Congratulations Dr. Ghanat!
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ECE STUDENTS ATTEND THE INTELLIGENT 
GROUND VEHICLE COMPETITION
In June of 2019, four engineering students from The Citadel’s evening
undergraduate program, and their professor, Bob Barsanti, attended the 27th
Annual Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition at Oakland University, in Rochester
Michigan. The student team of William Quade, Rutledge Detyens, Justin Geisler, and
Michael Rudd along with their robot named Bender represented The Citadel among
the 44 other competing universities.

TheThe three-day long competition has multiple events including an autonomous obstacle course. The self-driving
robot shown in the photo was designed to navigate the 600-foot-long obstacle course. Bender the robot took
a respectable fifth place finish in the design competition.

BSEE CADET RANKED NO. 2 ROTC 
STUDENT IN THE NATION
Senior Cadet electrical engineering student Mathew Wilder of Apex, N.C. was selected as
the second rated cadet on the national order of merit list for ROTC cadets. The order of
merit is based on a variety of factors including academics, physical fitness, and ROTC
performance. After graduation 2nd Lt. Wilder was commissioned as an Army engineer
officer. Matthew also received the Peter Galliard Memorial award which is presented to an
outstanding senior electrical and computer engineering cadet on the basis of scholastic
attainment, leadership, and participation in extra-curricular activities.

PROFESSOR DR. RON HAYNE WINS
THE CITADEL MEDBERY EXCELLENCE
INTEACHINGAWARD
Dr. Hayne (Ron) joined the Citadel Electrical and Computer
Engineering faculty in 2006, after completing a 26-year Army
career. He teaches a variety of courses, but his specialty in digital
systems, microprocessors, and computers.

Dr. Hayne has written two book chapters and has dozens of technical papers and articles to his credit. In 2010
and again in 2015, he was award winner of the Electrical and Computer Engineering Lawton Ellis Teaching
award, as well as the 2019 winner of the Medbery Excellence in Teaching award.
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CITADEL PROJECT MANAGEMENT ALUMNI 

MAKE STRONG SHOWING AT SC.GMIS 

Four Alumni of the Citadel’s Project Management program attended the South Carolina Chapter of Government 

Management Information Sciences (SC.GMIS) Workshop on 18 July, 2019 at Saluda Shoals River Center in Columbia.  The 

purpose of the all-day workshop was to assist attendees with leading successful projects 

and having effective communications with the many generations in today’s workforce. 

The Project Management Alumni also earned Continuing Education Units towards 

maintaining their Project Management Professional (PMP) credential.  Each Alumni 

informed Dr. Skipper that their Project Management education from The Citadel has 

been very valuable to them in their professional success. 

From Left to right: Colonel Charles Skipper (Professor Emeritus), Penny Westerfalhaus (MSPM 2014), Monique Whitehead 

(MSPM 2015), Gene Creson (MSPM 2011), and Jackie Huffman (TPM Certificate 2014) 

SARA MASSEY, GRADUATE
Sara Massey is a Project Management graduate student in The Citadel Graduate College. 

Fairly new to the Charleston, South Carolina area, the seasoned fundraiser and former CEO 

of a non-profit in Louisiana wanted a way to get involved in serving the community by 

using her developing project management skills on a real-world project.  

“The discipline of formal project management in the engineering, defense, construction 

and IT industries has huge implications for the non-profit sector if it will be embraced,” 

Massey said. “Social entrepreneurs need these skills as much as those pursuing profit-

motivated outcomes. I hope to demonstrate that in my work.” 

Massey found where she was needed: James Island Outreach (JIO). JIO is a local non-profit devoted to providing emergency 

food, medicine, and utility assistance for financially struggling neighbors living on James Island and Folly Beach. Massey 

accepted the assignment of helping JIO restructure its annual fundraising event, Taste of James Island, to make it profitable 

rather than just a break-even venture. 

“Using some of the project management techniques I was learning, such as identifying and characterizing stakeholders, and 

establishing and agreeing to the requirements of the event, were key to being able to pull this off successfully in just under 

90 days,” Massey said.“In prior years, JIO was not able to raise enough through Taste of James Island to be profitable. 

However, with Sara’s guidance, leadership, encouragement and skillful planning, we netted a profit of over $7,500 which is 

being used to purchase food to stock our pantry for our neighbors in need,” said Scott Graule, executive director, JIO.
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MECHANICAL

NEW PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS 

Two mechanical engineering faculty members earned their Professional Engineer licensure this past spring. Dr.

Jason Geathers joined the faculty in 2016 after completing graduate school. He is the faculty advisor for The Citadel

Chapter of the National Society of Black Engineers. Additionally, Dr. Nathan Washuta joined the faculty in 2018

after serving as an adjunct. He is the lead faculty member for our senior design projects.

FACULTY RESEARCH

Dr. Jason Howison spent 10 weeks working alongside materials scientists and engineers at the Naval Surface

Warfare Center in West Bethesda, MD. They are working to improve corrosion maintenance and prevention

techniques for the nation’s fleet. Some of their results were presented at the DOD Allied Nations Technical

Corrosion Conference in Oklahoma City, OK, in August 2019.

STUDENT INTERNS

Once again, mechanical engineering students were all over the country this past

summer as interns for various organizations. Hannah Solar Government Services

employed six mechanical engineers for various projects from Savannah, Georgia

to the Coast Guard Academy in Connecticut. Jonathan Marsh interned at Trane

and learned about HVAC, which he will be able to relate to his upcoming Heat

Transfer course. Jared Douglas worked for NAVSEA on towing cables where he

bbrorouugghhtt many classroom concepts to work on a real-world solution. Many more students interned with local 
companies such as Mercedes, Urban Electric, and NIWC.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
CLAIM 2ND PLACE 

The mechanical engineering student team of James ‘Colton’

Lott, Reid Phillips, Mark Miele, and Matt Dymond placed

second in the 5th Bulldog Business Bowl Challenge. Using

their Robotic Hand project from senior design, they earned

$5,000 for the prize. The Baker Business Bowl is a program

aimed at budding entrepreneurs who have an idea for a new

product or service, and the desire to turn that idea into a

business. It's open to cadets, evening undergraduate

students, and graduate students. This past year, more than 23

teams submitted entry packages.
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FEATURED ALUMNI: 

JACK MCCORMAC’48 

Jack McCormac, a native of Columbia, graduated from The Citadel in 1948 with a B.S. 

in Civil Engineering. Most of his career was spent attempting to teach Civil Engineering 

at Clemson University. While at Clemson and since his retirement he has published 

seven engineering textbooks of which there are 38 editions. During the last four years 

he has published four detective novels. 

Jack was a member of the South Carolina State Board of Registration for Engineers 

and Land Surveyors for ten years and was chairman of the board for two of those 

years. Perhaps his greatest honor was his selection in 1999 by Engineering News 

Record as one of the top 125 engineers or architects in the world over the preceding 

125 years for contributions to the construction industry. He is also particularly proud of the fact that in 2001 he was presented 

the LeTellier Cup awarded for a lifetime of contributions to the Civil Engineering and Land Surveying professions. During his 

cadet days at The Citadel he was a great admirer of Colonel LeTellier and that admiration has continued until today.

FEATURED STUDENT:

LIAM KELLEY ‘20

Cadet Kelley has an exemplary record of service, leadership and academic

accomplishment at The Citadel and was recognized as the 2019 Col. Loring K.

Himelright Award recipient as best overall Civil Engineering student. While

maintaining his own 4.0 GPA, he has led his peers in planning their semesters,

studying for homework and tests, managing their time, and striving for excellence

in our demanding academic curriculum. Furthermore, he has invested in the

success of underclassmen by serving as a Supplemental Instructor for numerous

courses, and mentor to many students. As ASCE President he provides

outstanding leadership to the chapter, has represented The Citadel with

distinction at the ASCE leadership conference and multiple Carolinas Conference

studentstudent competitions. He also serves a Vice President of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society. Within the engineering

profession he has gained valuable experience while working as a summer intern for South Carolina Department of

Transportation. In the Corps of Cadets, he has earned recognition as an outstanding cadet and holds the position of 1st

Battalion Operations Officer overseeing more than 450 cadets in their daily activities. He gives back to the community
and serves as a mentor and role model to over 40 kids as Assistant Coach through Greenwood Youth Wrestling.

FEATURED STUDENT:

LIAM KELLEY ‘20
FEATURED ALUMNI:

JACK MCCORMAC ‘48
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U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S
February 8, 2020 • Storm The Citadel

March 28, 2020 • Corps Day & Recognition Day

April 10, 2020 • Student Excellence Day

April 17, 2020 • The Citadel Academy of Engineers Banquet

May 8, 2020 • Commissioning Ceremonies and Long Gray Line Parade

May 9, 2020 • Commencement Ceremonies

YOU’RE HIRED!!! THE IMPACT OF OUR 

ANNUAL ENGINEERING EXPO
Recruiters from more than 60 engineering, project management, and technical companies, all descended on 
The Citadel earlier in the fall semester with only one goal in mind “to recruit some of the country’s best 
engineering talent in the southeast”. Students had the opportunity to meet representatives and hiring 
authorities from a wide range of sectors, that included aerospace, cyber defense, national security, 
manufacturing, infrastructure, environmental, automotive, and real-estate development.

Our job placement rate often exceeds 99% within the first 6-months of graduation, is largely credited to our 
friends and partners in industry. If you were at this year’s Engineering Career and Networking Expo, thank you 
for your support of our students. Not only do you contribute to the success of our students and school, but 
financial sponsorships raised over $15,000 that went back to our students and student organizations!

The feedback that we received from both students and employers, was overwhelmingly positive. If you or your 
organization has an interest in participating in next year’s Engineering Expo, we invite you to save the date for 
October 13th, 2020, and to visit our homepage to get more details and to signup for news alerts regarding the 
expo!

YOUR GIFT: WINNING CHOICE
For most students, their journey through college is a collective team effort, with family and friends coaching 
and cheering them on along the way. One of the biggest obstacles facing some of our students is the financial 
cost associated with a college education. Luckily, our alumni and friends join the winning team effort and 
assist with financial support of scholarships that help our students go on to win and succeed in life.

If you were fortunate to have the support of a scholarship, we invite you to become a part of a student’s team, 
by giving back to that same scholarship. Financial support of scholarships helps attract, but more importantly, 
retain hardworking and deserving students who want to be here. Scholarships have provided support to 
countless students and legacies. Our students need you and we invite you to join the team by considering a 
one-time gift or reoccurring monthly amount. For more information or if we can answer any questions, please 
contact Jayne Martinko at your convenience 843-953-9078.






